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We create fermionic dipolar 23Na6Li molecules in their triplet ground state from an ultracold mixture of
23Na and 6Li. Using magnetoassociation across a narrow Feshbach resonance followed by a two-photon
stimulated Raman adiabatic passage to the triplet ground state, we produce 3 × 104 ground state molecules
in a spin-polarized state. We observe a lifetime of 4.6 s in an isolated molecular sample, approaching the
p-wave universal rate limit. Electron spin resonance spectroscopy of the triplet state was used to determine
the hyperfine structure of this previously unobserved molecular state.
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Ultracold molecules with permanent electric dipole
moments have gained considerable attention in recent years
as promising new systems to study quantum chemistry and
quantummany-body physics [1–4]. An additional magnetic
dipole moment provides an extra degree of control that
can be used for magnetic trapping, tuning collisions
and chemical reactions [1,5], simulation of spin-lattice
Hamiltonians [6], or, as in the case of cold magnetic atoms,
direct study of magnetic dipole interaction effects [7–9].
Experimental realization of ultracold molecules with

magnetic and electric dipole moments is an ongoing
challenge. Direct cooling methods have demonstrated prom-
ising advances including magnetic [10] and magneto-optical
trapping (MOT) [11,12]; however, temperatures are thus
far limited to the >100 μK regime and at low densities
(<107 cm−3). To date, cold molecules nearest to quantum
degeneracy have been achieved using a different approach:
formation from an initial cloud of ultracold atoms [13,14].
This method has been widely successful, including KRb
[14], RbCs [15,16], NaK [17], and NaRb [18]. In hetero-
nuclear cases, long-lived dipolar molecules have only been
created in the singlet state, i.e., without an electronic
magnetic dipole moment. Studies of dipolar triplet molecules
were limited to lifetimes of only ∼200 μs [14].

23Na6Li is a dipolar fermionic molecule that is particu-
larly well suited to study the triplet ground state. It has
weak singlet-triplet mixing and weak two-body scattering
rates, as predicted by the universal model for cold colli-
sions, allowing for long lifetimes despite possible loss
channels such as chemical reactivity [19,20]. The universal
rate constant for inelastic loss in NaLi is the smallest of
the heteronuclear bi-alkali-metal compounds, a factor of 10
lower than in KRb [19,21]. Triplet NaLi has a magnetic
dipole moment of 2μB arising from the aligned electron
spins, and a predicted electric dipole moment of 0.2D,

which is one of the largest among the triplet states of
bi-alkali-metal compounds [22,23].
In this Letter, we realize long-lived samples of NaLi

triplet ground state molecules with a lifetime of 4.6 s, a 104-
fold improvement on previous triplet lifetimes in ultracold
dipolar molecules [14]. The molecules are formed using
magnetoassociation around a Feshbach resonance, fol-
lowed by a two-photon stimulated Raman adiabatic pas-
sage (STIRAP) to the rovibrational ground state (Fig. 1)
[13,14]. We probe the molecular hyperfine structure using
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FIG. 1. Molecular potential diagram for 23Na6Li. The potential
energy curves relevant to STIRAP (solid red) and other nearby
potentials (dashed black) are shown. The radial wave functions
are drawn for the Feshbach molecular state, the intermediate
excited state, and the triplet ground state.
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electron spin resonance (ESR) spectroscopy, a technique
only feasible in molecules with a magnetic moment [24].
In this way, we measure the hyperfine constants of this
previously unobserved molecular state [25].
We produce an ultracold mixture of 23Na and 6Li in their

lowest-energy Zeeman sublevels (which adiabatically con-
nect to Na jF;mFi ¼ j1; 1i and Li j1=2; 1=2i at low field),
at a bias field of Bz ¼ 745.55 G which is 150 mG above
an interspecies Feshbach resonance [26,27]. The mixture
is confined to a cigar-shaped potential from a 1064-nm
optical dipole trap (ODT), 0.3 to 2 W, 30-μm waist, coaxial
to the bias field. After 2.5 s of forced evaporation, we
transfer the sample to a coaxial 1319-nm ODT (250 mW,
32-μm waist) in order to suppress photon scattering in
molecular transitions discussed below. The final mixture
contains 1.5 × 106 Na and 1 × 106 Li atoms at a temper-
ature of 2 μK, which corresponds to peak densities
and temperatures of nNa ≈ 4 × 1012 cm−3, T=Tc ≈ 3 and
nLi ≈ 3 × 1012 cm−3, T=TF ≈ 1, where Tc, TF are the in-
trap condensation and Fermi temperatures, respectively.
The radial confinement is produced by the ODT, with trap
frequencies fr;Na ¼ 0.5 kHz, fr;Li ¼ 1 kHz. Axial confine-
ment is produced from both the ODT and the curvature
associated with the Feshbach bias coils, with fz;Na ¼ 13 Hz
and fz;Li ¼ 26 Hz [Fig. 2(a)].
Formation of Feshbach molecules around the narrow

745-G resonance has been previously demonstrated [28],

and we briefly discuss the procedure here. The 745-G
Feshbach bias field is actively stabilized to<3 mGrms noise
in the 1–104 Hz band, and Feshbach molecule formation
sweeps are performed with a small shim coil to reduce eddy
current field delays. The field is lowered by 290 mG in 1 ms
across the resonance to form 3 × 104 molecules in the
a 3Σþ, ν ¼ 10, N ¼ 2,mN ¼ −2 state [27,28], correspond-
ing to a formation efficiency of 3% (ν, N are the vibrational
and rotational molecular quantum numbers, respectively).
The Feshbach molecules are isolated using a 300-μs light
pulse resonant with the free atoms, without affecting the
molecules. The pulse has intensities of INa ¼ 80 μW=cm2,
ILi ¼ 15 μW=cm2 [Fig. 2(a)]. The cleanout pulse leaves
<2000 Li atoms; however, 5 × 104 Na atoms are left in the
trap, since they are pumped into the upper F ¼ 2 Zeeman
manifold and become dark to the cleanout light. These
residual Na atoms limit the collisional lifetime of the
Feshbach molecules. Molecules are detected by jumping
the field 2 G above the Feshbach resonance and imaging
the dissociated molecules in absorption.
Implementation of STIRAP required the characterization

of 3Σ excited and ground states via one- and two-photon
spectroscopy [25,29]. Transfer from the Feshbach state
to the triplet ground state (a 3Σþ, ν ¼ 0, N ¼ 0) was
performed using two-photon STIRAP via the intermediate
state in the excited state potential, c 3Σþ (ν ¼ 11, N ¼ 1,
mN ¼ −1) which can be reached with an “upleg” laser at
833 nm [360.00381(1) THz] and a “downleg” laser at
819 nm [366.23611(1) THz] (Fig. 1). The nuclear spin
states (mI;Na ¼ 3=2, mI;Li ¼ 1) are unaffected by the
STIRAP. The intermediate state was chosen to maximize
the downleg Franck-Condon factor. To produce the narrow
relative linewidth laser light necessary for STIRAP, we lock
a Ti:sapphire laser for the upleg transition and a homebuilt
external cavity diode laser [30] for the downleg transition to
an ultra-low-expansion cavity, achieving a relative line-
width between the two lasers of < 1 kHz. The STIRAP
beam is coaxial with the bias field with σþ upleg polari-
zation and σ− downleg polarization to provide the two
quanta of rotational angular momentum difference between
the Feshbach state and the ground state. The downleg Rabi
frequency is Ωdown=

ffiffi
I

p ¼ 2π × 580 kHz=ð
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mW=cm2

p
Þ,

which was measured via two-photon spectroscopy of the
Autler-Townes doublet. The upleg Rabi frequency is
Ωup=

ffiffi
I

p ¼ 2π × 28 kHz=ð
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mW=cm2

p
Þ, which was deter-

mined by driving the upleg transition starting with the
Feshbach molecules, and fitting the loss rate to an expo-
nential decay with time constant τ−1 ¼ Ω2

up=Γ, where we
have assumed the excited state has a natural linewidth of
Γ ¼ 2π × 6 MHz. Detection of ground-state transfer is
performed with a reverse-STIRAP pulse (Fig. 3) back into
the Feshbach state, followed by dissociation to free atoms.
Optimal ground-state transfer with one-way efficiency of
86% is achieved with a 20-μs STIRAP pulse.
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FIG. 2. Experimental setup. (a) Trap and laser geometry. The
low-field MOT cleanout beams are not shown. (b) Experimental
sequence to produce and isolate NaLi molecules (time axis is
not to scale). Molecules are formed via Feshbach formation
and STIRAP, and the free atoms are removed using two resonant
light pulses at low and high field. For detection, the molecule
formation process is reversed, and the dissociated free atoms are
imaged. Experiments at short (<20 ms) hold times were per-
formed at high field, without low-field cleanout.
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In order to measure the lifetime of isolated NaLi
molecules, the field is reduced to 14 G after molecule
formation [Fig. 2(b)]. This is necessary for two reasons:
First, the high-field cleanout light pumps a fraction of
Na into a Zeeman dark state, and full removal of free atoms
is achieved at low field with a 15-ms MOT-light pulse.
Second, the molecules are in a low-field-seeking state, which
is antitrapped at high fields due to the slight curvature
produced by the Feshbach bias coils. At low field, the
molecules are confined in all three dimensions by the optical
trap. Using a single-beam 1064-nm ODT resulted in
molecule lifetimes of 200 ms, despite the thorough cleanout
of free atoms at low field. Using ab initio potentials as
guidance, we suspect 1064-nm light drives a bound-bound
molecular transition to the b3Π, ν ∼ 16 excited state.
Ab initio potentials predict much lower scattering rates at
longer wavelengths, and we find that forming molecules in a
1319-nm ODT increased the lifetime by a factor of 30.
The NaLi ground state lifetime is shown in Fig. 4. We fit

the lifetime data to a two-body loss model,

_N ¼ −KN2=Veff → NðtÞ ¼ N0=ð1þ t=τÞ; ð1Þ

where N is the molecule number, K is the density
normalized loss coefficient, Veff is the effective volume,
and τ≡ N0K=Veff is the characteristic two-body loss
time scale. For long hold times (t > 300 ms), the fitted
lifetime is τ ¼ 4.6 s. The effective volume Veff ¼
N2=

R
n2dV is given by the product of the three

Gaussian waists in the molecule density distribution, i.e.,
Veff ¼

Q
i2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
πkBT=mω2

i

p
, where T is the temperature,

m is the molecule mass, and ωi are the trapping
angular frequencies. We determined the radial trapping
frequency of the molecules by parametric modulation of the
1319-nm ODT and the observation of a loss feature at

2fr;mol ¼ 2 × 770 Hz. Knowing the radial trapping fre-
quency and the Gaussian beam geometry of the trapping
laser, we determined the axial trap frequency fz;mol ¼ 7 Hz,
and trap depth UODT;mol ¼ 20 μK. The axial frequency is
consistent with the observed oscillation in the molecule
lifetime [Fig. 4(a), inset] at short hold times. The molecule
temperature is estimated to be Tmol ¼ 3þ3

−1.5 μK by holding
the molecules for 1 s (until the axial sloshing has settled)
and measuring the temperature of the dissociated free
atoms. The process of Feshbach dissociation can heat or
cool the sample depending on the exact details of the
dissociation ramp [31,32]; these effects are accounted for in
the temperature uncertainty. The peak molecule density is
calculated to be nmol ¼ 5� 4 × 1010 cm−3, with two-body
loss coefficient Kmeas ¼ 1.6� 1.2 × 10−11 cm3=s.
Alongside lifetime measurements of an isolated NaLi

molecule sample, we have characterized collisions of the
ground-state molecule with remaining Na j1; 1i or Li
j1=2; 1=2i atoms by selectively only removing one of
the species at high field, yielding lifetimes of τ ≈ 2 ms
(since these lifetimes were short, lowering the bias field
for MOT-light cleanout was not necessary). We compare
measured rates to the so-called universal rate, which
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FIG. 3. STIRAP sequence. (a) Number of Feshbach molecules
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reverse STIRAP, demonstrating coherent transfer down to the
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FIG. 4. Molecule lifetimes. (a) Molecule number as a function
of hold time at a 14-G bias field. After rapid initial decay due to a
kick from the sudden magnetic field jump, the molecules are long
lived with a fitted two-body loss lifetime of τ≡ ðKnmolÞ−1 ¼
4.6 s for t > 300 ms. Inset: At short hold times a clear 7-Hz
oscillation is visible from the axial sloshing, which periodically
modulates the detection efficiency. (b) Two-body loss coefficients
for NaLi with Li, Na, and NaLi by itself. The error bars arise
from temperature uncertainty and the inhomogenous density
distribution. The error bar on the “NaLi only” rate indicates
our measurement is an upper bound.
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assumes unit probability loss at short range; therefore, the
rate is determined by long-range (van der Waals) attraction.
In the absence of resonances, the universal loss rate is an
upper limit. The universal two-body rates for s- and p-wave
scattering channels are given by [19]

KL¼0 ¼ g
4πℏ
μ

ā KL¼1ðTÞ ¼ 1513ā3kBT=h ð2Þ

where g ¼ 2 for identical particles (otherwise, g ¼ 1),
μ is the reduced mass of the collision partners, ā ¼
½2π=Γð1=4Þ2�ð2μC6=ℏ2Þ1=4 is the van der Waals length,
and C6 is the van der Waals coefficient. The universal rates
for molecule-atom collisions are given by KL¼0, while
molecule-molecule collisions must occur through p-wave
scattering due to their fermionic nature; hence, we expect
the universal limit of KL¼1. The C6 is estimated as the sum
of dispersion coefficients for atomic pairs that constitute
the collision partners [33,34]. Figure 4(b) shows the loss
coefficients obtained from our lifetime measurements. The
fermionic nature of the NaLi molecule is highlighted by its
low loss rate, Kmeas ≈ 10−11 cm3=s, a factor of 20 lower
than one would expect through the s-wave collision
channel. The measured loss coefficient is still ∼3 times
faster than the universal rate, KL¼1. Despite efforts to
minimize single-photon scattering by using 1319-nm light
for optical trapping, we suspect there is still one-body loss
due to the ODT driving transitions to the b 3Π potential.
Thus, the measured two-body loss coefficient is an upper
bound.
We demonstrate the utility of having nonzero electron

spin in the triplet ground state by directly driving magnetic
dipole spin flips of the aligned electrons [24]. The
hyperfine coupling Hamiltonian in ν ¼ 0 is HHF ¼
aLiS⃗ · I⃗Li þ aNaS⃗ · I⃗Na, where aNa;Li are the hyperfine cou-
pling constants. Since the a 3Σþ potential is relatively
shallow, we can use the Na, Li free-atom hyperfine
constants as guidance to understand the hyperfine structure
of the molecules. The hyperfine coupling constant of 23Na
is much larger than that of 6Li, i.e., aNa ≫ aLi; thus, the
electron spin first couples to I⃗Na to form F⃗1 ≡ S⃗þ I⃗Na. This
combined angular momentum couples to I⃗Li to form the
total angular momentum F⃗≡ F⃗1 þ I⃗Li (see Fig. 5). We
have performed ESR spectroscopy of the molecules at low
bias fields (Bz ¼ 4–20 G) and found all three accessible
radio frequency (rf) transitions from our initial state,
jF;mFi ¼ j7=2; 7=2i. The low-field ESR spectrum
uniquely identifies the three species (Na, Li, NaLi) in
our experiment [Fig. 5(a)]. From the spectra we determined
the hyperfine constants to be aLi ¼ 74.61ð3Þ MHz, aNa ¼
433.20ð3Þ MHz. The hyperfine constants are approxi-
mately half of their corresponding free-atom values, as
observed in the a 3Σþ states of NaK [35]. This is expected
from the shallow nature of the a 3Σþ potential: The wave

functions of the two valence electrons are still localized to
their respective atoms, but the total electronic spin is
doubled.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the formation of

3 × 104 ultracold 23Na6Li molecules in their triplet ground
state, with a 4.6-s lifetime at peak densities of nmol ¼
5ð4Þ × 1010 cm−3. We have used ESR to measure the
ground-state hyperfine structure. Triplet NaLi is the lightest
heteronuclear bi-alkali metal compound, and could provide
insight into cold molecule collisions, where recent experi-
ments [15–18] indicate the possibility of novel two-body
loss processes that scale with molecular mass [36]. In
the near future, triplet NaLi molecules will enable the
use of magnetic trapping and collisional studies between
fully spin-polarized atomic collision partners, perhaps

(a)

(b)

FIG. 5. ESR spectroscopy. (a) Sample spectra at Bz ¼ 13.63 G
showing distinct loss features for transitions in Na jF;mFi ¼
j1; 1i → j1; 0i (blue), NaLi j7=2; 7=2i → j7=2; 5=2i (green), and
Li j1=2; 1=2i → j1=2;−1=2i (red). Typical interrogation times
were 10–400 ms with Rabi frequencies of 1–100 kHz. (b) (Left)
Energy level diagram of the NaLi hyperfine structure. The
three states accessible with a magnetic dipole transition from
j7=2; 7=2i must have mF ¼ 5=2, which exists in the manifolds
marked in red. (Right) The measured Zeeman shifts for each of
the three transitions.
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allowing for sympathetic cooling towards quantum degen-
eracy [23,37].
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